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Regularity for Some Scalar Variational 
Problems Under General Growth Conditions 

P. M A R C E L L I N I  I 

Communicated by R. Conti 

Abstract. We consider integrals of the calculus of variations over a set 
f~ of ~" and the related regularity result: are the minimizers smooth 
functions, say for example of class C~(f~)? Classically, the so-called 
natural growth conditions on the integrand have been the main sufficient 
assumptions for regularity. In recent years, motivated also by applica- 
tion, the interest in the study of this problem has increased under more 
general growth assumptions. In this paper, we propose some general 
growth conditions that guarantee regularity for a class of scalar varia- 
tional problems. 

Key Words. Calculus of variations, direct methods, regularity, non- 
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1. Introduction 

We are interested in the local (i.e., interior) Lipschitz continuity, and 
the local C ~'~ regularity as a consequence, of minimizers of  integral function- 
als of  the calculus of  variations of  the type 

F(v) = f(Do) dx, (1) 

where ~ is an open set of  ~n, n > 2, Du is the N x n matrix of  the gradient 
of  u: fl~fl~u, N_> 1, and f :  ~N• _.~ is a given function. 

Existence of  minimizers in the  Sobolev class W~'P(~, ~N) can be 
obtained by a coercivity assumption, for example of  the type 

f ( g ) > c i l ~ l %  V~ E~Nxn, (2) 

for some constant Cl > 0 and some exponent p > 1, and by a convexity condi- 
tion on f ( ~ )  that guarantees the lower semicontinuity of  F(v) in the weak 
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topology of  W"P(fL R~), or more generally a quasiconvexity condition on 
f ( 4 )  in the Morrey sense (Ref. 1), or a polyconvexity condition on f ( 4 )  
(see Ball in Ref. 2; see also the book of  Dacorogna in Ref. 3) of  the type 

f ( ~ )  = (1 + t~12) p/2 + g(det ~ ), (3) 

in the case n = N, where g is a convex function on ~ and det ~ is the determin- 
ant of  the matrix ~ n •  Functions f ( ~ )  of the type (3), with p<n, are 
relevant as models of  the energy density functionals in the theory of  non- 
linear elasticity; see Ball in Ref. 2 for more details and a more appropriate 
context. 

In order to show that a weak solution in W"P(f~, R N) belongs in fact 
to a class of  smooth functions, i.e., to study the regularity problem, class- 
ically the so called natural growth conditions have been considered as main 
assumptions; see, for example, Refs. 1, 4, 5. These natural conditions can 
be stated in the form 

f ( ~ )  <c2(1 +I~IP), IDf(~)l  <c2(1 + I~IP-1), (4a) 

IO2f(~)l <c2(1 + t~iP-2), V ~ R  ~• (4b) 

for some constant cz, together with the ellipticity condition that, in the 
convex case, can be expressed for example in the form 

~, fr ~);~7),ff>c3[l +l~12]~P-2~/=l;~l 2, u ~ N x , ,  (5) 

for some constant c3 > 0; here, ~ = (~7), i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, a = 1, 2 . . . . .  N. This 
ellipticity condition rules out quasiconvex functions f ( ~  ) of the type (3), 
because they are not convex and since they do not satisfy the natural condi- 
tions (4). In fact, if the function g=g(t) goes to + ~  as t--,+ov, then by its 
convexity it grows at infinitely linearly or more than linearly; therefore, 
functions f (  ~ ) in (3) are coercive with exponent p, but their growth can be 
controlled by a larger exponent q; i.e., we have the growth conditions (in 
the specific case 1 < p  < n < q and in general p < q) 

l < p < q ,  cd~lP<f(~)<c4(l+l~lq), V ~  u• (6) 

with c4 > e~ > 0. Therefore, it seems relevant, at least in the applications to 
nonlinear elasticity, to study regularity properties under growth conditions 
more general than the natural ones in (4). We are not yet able to treat the 
general quasiconvex ease for N >  1 ; however, we can propose an approach 
to regularity in the scalar case (i.e., N =  1) under general growth conditions. 

In recent years, interest has increased in the study of regularity of  
solutions of  elliptic equations and systems, and of minimizers of integral 
functionals of  the calculus of  variations under nonstandard and general 
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growth conditions. These studies started from the regularity results obtained 
by Marcellini (Refs. 6, 7), who considered integrals of the type (1), together 
with its natural generalizations, satisfying the so called (p, q) growth condi- 
tions; i.e., for functions f e  C2(~n), 

m[1 + l~12]~ < ~fr162 
i,j 

<M[1 + I ~12]~q-Z)/2lAI =, Wt, ~1~", (7) 

for some constants M>m>O and exponents q>p>2 such that the ratio 
q/p is sufficiently close to 1 (in dependence of the dimension n). Examples 
of singular (more precisely, unbounded) weak minimizers of integrals of 
(p, q) growth have been given in Refs. 7-9 with ratio q/p large. A sharp 
condition has been introduced by Boccardo, Marcellini, and Sbordone in 
Ref. l0 to study the special anisotropic case, i.e., for example a scalar case 
of the type 

= f {(1 + IDvl2)P/2+Y, [Vxi[ qi} dx, (8) F(v) 
Jn i 

for some exponents p, qi > 1, for i=  1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Further results for aniso- 
tropic functionals and equations, as well as for variational problems with 
nonstandard growth conditions can be found in the bibliography of Ref. 
11. In Refs. 1 I, 12 an approach has been proposed to the regularity of a 
class of elliptic problems under general growth conditions, including the 
slow exponential growth, i.e., the case 

f ( ~ )  ~exp(l~lP), as 141 ~ + ~ ,  (9) 

of growth expl~l p, by assuming that p is a positive real number close to 
zero. We mention also the Lipschitz regularity and the C TM 1o~ regularity 
obtained for systems and the regularity results specific for functions depend- 
ing on the modulus of the gradient, i.e., f ( ~ )  =g([ 41), quoted in the biblio- 
graphy of Ref. 13. For completeness, we quote the regularity of weak 
solutions under natural growth conditions: main references are the books 
in Refs. 1, 4, 5; more recent results can be found in Refs. 12, 14-18. A priori 
gradient estimates for classical solutions of non-uniformly elliptic equations 
have been given in Refs. 19-23. 

In this paper, we propose some regularity results for minimizers of the 
integral in (1) that can be applied not only to the case of arbitrarily large 
exponential growth, as in (9) withp > 0 arbitrarily large, but also to functions 
whose behavior at infinity can be represented by any finite composition of 
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the following type: 

f (~) , -~(exp( . . .  (exp(expl~lP~ as [~l~+oo, (10) 

with Pi > 0, Vi = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  , k. 
Theorem 2.1 that we propose in the next section is related to a general 

integrand f ( ~ ) ;  it is an extension, in the scalar case, of a similar result 
proved by the author (Ref. 13) in the vector-valued case with integrands 
f(~)=g(l~l) depending on the modulus I~1 of the gradient variable ~. It 
can also be considered a unified approach to the regularity of minimizers of 
the integral in (1), since it can be applied not only to the critical examples 
in (9), (10), but also to the case of (p, q) growth in (7). 

2. Statements of Results 

We assume that f :  ~ " ~ E  is a nonnegative function of class C2(R ") 
satisfying the following general growth conditions: there exist two increasing 
functions gl, g2: [0, + ~ ) ~ [ 0 ,  +oo), not identically zero, and a constant 
C> 0 such that 

gl({~l){~lz<_~fr162163 2, V~,, ~ " ,  (11) 
i,y 

{fo }~ g2(Ot2<_ c I +  , vr (12) 

g2(l~l)l~12<C{l+f(~)} p, V~e~", (13) 

for some real exponents a, fl related by the constraints 

2<a<2n/(n-2), l<_fl<(2/n)[a/(a-2)l. (14) 

When n=2,  in (14) a can be any real number greater than or equal to 2; 
if a --2, then fl can be any real number greater than or equal to 1. 

Since our assumptions imply that f has at least quadratic growth at 
infinity (but not necessarily polynomial growth), by a minimizer of the 
integral functional (1) we mean a function uEW~(~) such that 
f(Du) eL~(~), with the property that 

F(u)<F(u+q~), for every ~0e C~(f2). 

Let us denote by Bp, BR balls of radii respectively p and R, p < R, 
whose closure is contained in f~, with the same center. 
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Theorem 2.1. Under the general growth conditions (11)-(14), every 
minimizer of  the integral functional (1) is locally Lipschitz continuous and, 
for every R > p > 0, there exists a constant c = c(n, a, fl, p, R) such that {f }o 

lIDubl~Bp~,,)<c [1 +f(Du)] dx , (15) 
BR 

for some exponent 0 = O( a, fl, n) >_ 1. 

Remark 2.1. In the natural growth conditions case, assumptions (11)- 
(14) hold with a = 2  and fl = 1. We can verify that (11)-(14) also hold with 
arbitrary a,  fl satisfying the strict inequalities in (14) in the case of general 
exponential growth as in (9), (10). The (p, q) growth case in (7) corresponds 
to the assumptions (11)-(14), with 

q /p= a /2 = fl < 1 + 2/n, 

and we obtain the regularity result of  Theorem 2.1 if 

1 < q / p <  1 + 2 / n .  

More generally, we can consider functions gl,  g2: [0, + ~ ) ~ [ 0 ,  + ~ )  satisfy- 
ing the conditions 

(d /d t )g , ( t )<Cg,( t ) / t ,  Vt>O, (16) 

g2(l~l) l~]2<C{l+min{g,( l~l) l~J2, f (~)}}  ~, V~E0~", (17) 

for some exponent fl such that 

1 <_fl < 1 + 2 / n .  (18) 

As proved at the end of  Section 3, conditions (16)-(18) imply (11)-(14) 
with a = 2ft. Note that the uniformly elliptic case (uniformly at infinity) is 
realized in (16)-(18) when 

g 2 < c o n s t ( l + g , )  and f l = l .  

Once we have the estimate for the L%norm of the gradient, then the 
behavior as t-~ + ~ of gz (t), g2(t) becomes irrelevant to obtain further regul- 
arity of  solutions. Thus, we can apply the results known under natural 
growth conditions (see Refs. 1, 4, 5) and we obtain, for example, the follow- 
ing regularity result in the classical sense. 

Corollary 2.1. Let us assume that the general growth conditions (1 t ) -  
(14) hold  with strictly positive functions gl,  g2: [0, + o o ) ~ ( 0 ,  +oo). Then, 
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i f f~  Ctko~ (~") for some k>2,  every minimizer of the integral (1) is of class 
C~o~(f~). 

3. Proofs 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. This proof includes five steps. 

Step 1. Let u be a minimizer of (1). First, let us make the following 
supplementary assumptions (that will be removed in Step 5) : f is uniformly 
strictly convex and u is locally Lipschitz continuous; more precisely, there 
exists a positive constant m, and for every R there exists a constant L = 
L(R), such that 

ml ~12 < ~ f~;~j ( ~ ),~;~j, V~,, ~ n ,  (19a) 

[I Du[I ~B, :  R") -< L(R).  (19b) 

In the first four steps, we will derive the estimate (15) with constant c 
independent of m and L; then in Step 5, by an approximation argument, 
we will obtain the conclusion (15) without the supplementary assumptions 
(19). 

Since u ~ W ~  (f~), it satisfies the Euler equation: for every open set fg 
compactly contained in f~, we have 

fn ~fr dx = O, Vd~ W~'2(f~'). (20) 
i 

By also using (19a), with the technique of the difference quotient, we obtain 
(see, for example Theorem 1.1 of Chapter II of Ref. 5; in the specific context 
of nonstandard growth conditions see also Refs. 6, 7, 11, 24) that 
u ~ W~Z~(f~) and it satisfies the condition 

f Efr162 dx = O, 
) i , j  

Vk = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, V~be W~'2(f~'). (21) 

For fixed ke{1, 2 . . . . .  n}, let r/eC~(~') and r  02u~kCb(IDul), where 
is a positive, increasing, locally Lipschitz continuous function in [0, + ~) .  

Then, a.e. in t ,  

dp ~, = 211 rl x,U.,~ ~ ( [ Du[ ) + rl2 Ux,xkC~ ( [ Du[ ) 

+ rl2u~,~ '(I Oul)(I Dul)~,, 
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and from Equation (21), we deduce that 

fn 2 r/0(1Dul ) ~ f r (Du) U =vx ,. rl ~,ux,. dx 
i , j  

+ fn r/20([ Du[ ) Zf~,~,i.y (Du)u-'~,xkUx;r dx 

+ fn r]2(I)'([ Ou[ ) E;.y fe,ej (Du)u,vJ.,~U~([Du[)~, dx = 0. (22) 

We can estimate the first integral in (22) by using the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality and the inequality 

2ab <_ ( 1/2)a 2 + 2b 2. 

We have 

n2170([ Du I ) ~f~,~j (Du)u~j~ qx,Ux~ dx 

< 20(iDu t) ~2 2fg,~(Du)u~,~u~i~k 
i , j  

x ,~s (Du) rlx,Uxk tlxjUxk dx 
i , j  

< ( 1/2) fn r/20(I Du[ ). 2foej,,j (Du)ux~Ux~xk dx 

+2 fn O([Ou[) ~fo~j(Ou)rlx'Uxk~xjUxkij dx. 

From (22), we obtain 

(1/2) fn rl20(JDul) Y.f,,ej(Du)uxjx~Ux,xk,,s dx 

+ ~n 1/20'(I Dul ) Zfe,r (Duluxjx~uxk([ Du[ )x, dx 

<2 fn  O(IDul) ~f~'g~(Du)rl~'u~krlx'ux~~,s dx. (23) 
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Since a.e. in 

(IDul)x, = [1/IDul] Y~ ux,.,.,ux~, (24) 
k 

then it is natural in (23) to sum up with respect to k= I, 2 , . . . ,  n; we obtain 

E Ef~,r )x, 
k i,j 

= IOul Zk,r 
i,j 

Therefore from (23), we deduce the estimate 

fn rl2eO(lDul ) y, fr (Du)UxjxkUx,~k dx 
k,i,j 

+ fa T12[Dul ~'(I Dul ) ~ fg,ej,.j (Du) ([DuL)~j(I Dul ).~, dx 

<4 fn ~(IOu[) k.,.j ~ fr162 dx. 

By applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (24), we have 

t(IDul)x, lz<_y~ (Ux,x,) z, Vi= 1, 2 . . . . .  n. 
k 

Thus, 

ID(IDul )[2 < [D2 u[ 2, 

and by the ellipticity condition in (11), we finally obtain 

n rl2[cb(IDul) + IOuldO'(lOul)]g6lOul)lO([Oul)l 2 dx 

< 4  f IOoI2eO(IOul)g2(IDul)lDul 2 dx. 
J,  

(25) 
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Step 2. Let us define 

G(t) = 1 + ~ ( s )  ds, Vt>0. 

Since gl and @ are increasing, then we have 

[G(t)] 2 < [1 + t x / ~ ]  2 

< 2(1 + @(t)g~ (t) fl) 

-< 2(1 + @(t)g2(t)t2), 

and 

169 

]D(rlG(]Du])] 2 

< 2]Drl[2[G(IDut)]2 + 2r/2[G'(]Du[)]2ID(JDul)]2 

< 4{ Dr/I 2(1 + @({ Du[ )g2(I Oul )[O//I 2) 

+ 2r/2~(IDul)g,(IOul)lO0Dul)]z. (26) 

From (25), (26), we deduce that 

fa lD( tlG(lDul)12 dx 

_<4 f a  ]Dr/12(1 + 3~([Dul)gz(IDut)lOut2)'dx" (27) 

Let us denote by 2* the Sobolev exponent related to 2; i.e., 

2* =2n/(n-2) ,  if n>3 ,  

while 2* is any fixed real number greater than a, if n = 2. By the Sobolev 
inequality, there exists a constant cl such that 

[rlG(IDul)] 2. dx~ <c, rD(rlG(IDul)l 2 dx. (28) 

Let us define 

@(t) = fir, with 7/> 0, 
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SO that �9 is increasing. Since the functions t~t r and t~gt(t) are increasing, 
then we have [see for example Lemma 3.4(v) of  Ref. 11 ] 

fo G(t) = 1 + x/~(s)g,(s) ds 

fo' = 1 + s ~  ds 

;oi  >__ 1 + ( 1 / t )  s ~ as , / g , ( s )  as 

;o' = 1 + [ tV(~,  + 1)] , / g . ( s )  cls. (29) 

Recall that the function g~: [0, + o e ) ~ [ 0 ,  +oc) is increasing and not ident- 
ically zero. Then, there exists to > 0 such that 

g~(t) > O, for every t>to. 

Up to a rescaling, we can assume that to < 1, so that 

Jo' gl(1) =c2>0 ,  x/gl(s) ds=c3>O. (30) 

Then, for every t >__ 1, we have 

;/ f0 2 , /~s) ds_> c3+ g , ~ d s  

>min{c3,1}{l + f /  ~ ds}. (31) 

Now, we use assumptions (12) and (14). By (12) and by (31), there exists 
a constant Ca such that 

g~(s) ds >_c4gz(t)t 2, V t > l .  (32) 

Recall that, by (14), a e[2, 2*). Then, by (30), for every t >  1 we obtain 

> (min{ c2, c3} )2"-ac4g2(t)t2*-a +2 Vt>_ 1. (33) 
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By (33) and by (29), we deduce that 

[G(t)]2*>(l/2)[l + {[tr/(r + l)] f o ' ~  ds} 2.] 

> 1/2 + {[min ~c2, c3} ]2"-~c4/[2(r + 1)2]} 
X t(r+l)2*-a+2gz(t), Vt> 1. 

That is, there exists a constant c5 such that 

c5(~' + 1)2*[G(t)]2" > 1 + {r + 1~2"- ~ + 2g2(t) ' (34) 

for every t>  I, and also for t~[0, 1), since the left-hand side is bounded for 
t~[0, 1) by the constant (independent of y) 1 +g2(1), while the right-hand 
side is bounded from below away from zero. 

From (27), (28), (34), we obtain 

{fo rl2*(l+lDttl(r+')2"-~+2g2([Dul)) dX}2/2. 

-~ C6(Y"~ 1)2 fc~ ]Dr/]2(1 +[Dul2(r+t)g2(IDu])) dx. 

Let us denote by BR and Bp balls compactly contained in ~, of radii respec- 
tively R, p, with the same center. Let 7/be a test function equal to 1 in B o, 
whose support is contained in BR, such that 

IDrll <2/(R- p). 
We finally obtain 

{fn (l+{Du'(r+ ')2*-~+2g2([Du')) dX}2/2* 
p 

<_c6[2(y+l)/(R-p)]2 f~ (l+lDui2(r+Ogz(lDul))dx. (35)  

R 

Step 3. We define by induction a sequence Yk in the following way: 

~q=0, yk+,=(2*/2)yk+(2*-a)/2, Vk~; (36) 

we note in particular that Yk satisfies the property 

(yk+ 1)2"-  a +2 =2(yk+l + 1), Vk~. (37) 
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It  is easy to prove  by induction the following representa t ion  fo rmula  for  7k : 

y , = [ ( 2 * - a ) / ( 2 * - 2 ) ] [ ( 2 * / 2 ) k - ' - 1 ] ,  V k e % .  (38) 

Since a > 2, f rom (37), (38), we deduce the inequali ty 

(y~ + 1)2" - a + 2 > 2[(2* - a ) / ( 2 *  - 2)] (2*/2)  *. (39) 

F o r  fixed Ro and Po, for  all k ~ d ,  we rewrite (35) with R=pk-1  and p=p~,  
where 

Pk = Po + (Ro-  po)/2 k ; 

moreover ,  for  k = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  i, with i fixed in N, we put  7 equal to 7~. By 
i terating (35), by (37) we obta in  

{fs,,, (l+'Du'm+')2*-~+2g2([Du[))dxt~2/2*)' 

(1 + ]Dul2gz([Du])) dx. <-cv (40) 
�9 1 B 

R o 

Since 

we have  

R - p = Pk- i - Pk = (Ro - p0)2 -k, for  every k~  N, 

c7 = f i  [c328(2") k-  1 / ( R o -  po)2] (2/2.)k 1 
k = l  

= (2,)z~=, (k- 1)(2/2")/`. '[c328/(Ro _ po)2]ZkG~ (2/2*? ' 

= c8(R0 - -  flO) -2/(1 -2/2*) 

= cs(R0 - Po)-" 

if n > 3 ; otherwise,  if n = 2, then for  every E > 0 we can choose 2* so tha t  

cv = c s ( R o -  p0) - 2 -  E, for  some cons tant  c8. 

Since g2 is increasing, then 

gf f t )>gl ( t )>gf f l )>O,  for  every t >  1. 

There fore  for  r_> s > 0, we have 

gdt)tr + l >gff l )F,  i f t > l ,  

g2(t)tr+l>_l>F, i f0_<t<_l .  

(41) 
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Thus, by posing 

cg=min{gt(1), 1}, 

we obtain 

g2(t)t" + I >c9f, Vt_>0, Vr>s>>_O. (42) 

Now, we go to the limit in (40) as i ~ + ~ .  We use the inequalities (39), (40), 
(42) ; we obtain 

sup{[Du(x)12t(~*-"~/(2*- 2)l: x~Bpo } 

= l i m t  t [Du12[(2*-a)/{2*-2)l(2*/2)i dx} (2/2.)' 
i ~ + ~ 1 7 6  Bp ~ 

< lim sup{ ( l / cg) f B~ ( l + l Dul (r,+ ' )g*-a + 2 g2( l Dul ) ) dx } (z/~*)' 

(1 +lDul~g~(IDul)) &, "~ (C7/C9)  

RO 

and by the representation of c7 in (41), we finally obtain 

D . ,  2[(2"- a)/(2*- 2)1 
u II L~(Bpo;~ n) 

<[cm/(Ro-po)"] I (l+lDul2g2(IOul))dx. (43) 
~B 

R o 

Step 4. Let us consider again the estimates (27), (28), with dO ident- 
ically equal to 1, 

{f,[,TG(lDul)]2*dx} =/2. 

<4c~ ;n  IDr/]2(1 +3g2(IDu[)lVuJ2) dx. (44) 

We use assmnption (12) with ae[2, 2*), and we represent a under the form 
a = 2*/6; thus, 1 < 8 _< 2*/2. Then, like in the previous step, with � 9  1 and 
T = 0, we pose 

;o' a ( t ) = l  + x / g ~  ds, Vt>>_O. 
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(we denote by c2 the constant there appearing), we By assumption (12) 
obtain 

2[G(t)] 2./~ > 1 + (1/c2)g2(t)t 2, Vt>O. (45) 

From (44) and (45), we deduce that 

{fn 02*(l+]Du12g2(IDul))a dx}2/2* 

< f a  c3 IDolZ(1 + IDulZg2(lDul)) dx. 

Like in the previous Step 3, we consider a test function 0 equal to 1 in Bp, 
with support contained in BR and such that 

IDol <2~(R-p).  

We obtain 

V ~ dx~ <_ [4c3/(R - p)21 V dx, 
o R 

where 

V= g(x)= 1 + IDul2 g2(iDu[). 

Let y > 2*/2 to be chosen later. By the H61der inequality, then we have 

~[4c3/(R- p)2]{f 8 R V 8 dx} '/r 

x V (r-a)/(r-I) dx~ . (46) 

For fixed Ro and Po, for all ie N, we consider (46) with R = Pi and p = Pi - t ,  
with 

O, = Ro - (Ro - 00)/2". 

By iterating (46), since 

R -  p = (Ro - po)2-", 
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similarly to the computation in (41) we obtain 

fs~o Va dx 

{fB ](2"/2y)i ~176 
<_ V a dx} ,~ {e34i+'/(Ro-Po)2} r(2*/2r)' 

Pi 
X{f B V(7-&)/(F-1)dx} (7/-1)(2./27")i 

e,o 

<- {f B~, Va dx}(2*/27Fc4{1/ ( R~ p~ 2*) 

1) dx} 2.9'- 0/(2r-2") V(r-a)t(r - 

Now, we use assumption (13) in the form 

V= 1 +lDul=g2(lDul) 

<2  max{l,  C}{1 +f(Du)} p, 

where 

Since 

fl =fl(~,) = ( 7 / -  1) / (~ , -  6)  = (y - 1)/(~'-2*/a)> 1. 

175 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

lim /3(y) = [a/(a - 2)][(2* - 2)/2*] = (2/n)[a/(a - 2)] 
~'~2"/2 

[if n = 2 then, by choosing 2* sufficiently large, the limit of/3(7/) can be any 
number less than a / ( a  - 2)], then by assumption (14), it is possible to choose 
ye(2*/2 ,  +oo) so that the representation (49) of fl in terms of 7/holds. We 
go to the limit in (47) as i-++oo, and we use (48), (49); we obtain 

f noo Va dx 

)2"(7-- 1)/(27--2") 
<_ c5{1/(Ro- Po)2} 2*r/(2r-2*){ f [l + f(Du)] dx~ 
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'"{/,,o 
C 6 { 1 / ( R  0 - -  p o )  2 }2*y/[(2y - 2*)t~] 

. 

• [1 +f(Du)] dx~ (50) 
R 0 

That is, for every P0, R0 with 0<po<Ro,  there exist a constant c7 = 
c7(n, a, fl, Po, Ro) such that 

f8 (1 +lDul2g2(IDu[)) dx 
PO 

<__C7(f B [ l+ f (Du) ]  dx} 2.(~'-|)/[(27-2.)~] (51) 

R o 

By the previous Step 3 [see (43) with different P0, Ro] and by posing 

0 = [2"(7 - 1)/(2), - 2*)6 ][(2* - 2)/(2* - a)] > 1, (52) 

finally we deduce that, for every Po, Ro with 0 < Po < Ro, a constant c8 = 
c8(n, a, ,6, po, Ro) exists such that 

IIDull 2L~(~po;u,) <c8 [1 + f(Du)] dx . (53) 

Ro 

We emphasize that the constant c8 does not depend on the parameters m, 
L(R) in (19). 

Step 5. Let u be a minimizer of the integral F in (1). Let a ,  be a 
1,2 smooth mollifier with compact support in fL For every ve Wloc(fl) such 

that f(Dv)eL~oc(f~ ), and for every open set fg compactly contained in ~ ,  
we define 

v,(x) = f~. a~(y)v(x- y) dy, V x ~ ' .  

Then, vE is a sequence of smooth functions that, as e ~ 0 ,  converges to v in 
W',2(~'). 
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Let BR be a ball compactly contained in f~, and let us assume that 
f(Dv) ~LI(BR). Then, 

lim~pf(Dv~)dx=(.~o jB j 8~ f(Dv)dx, Vp:f(Dv)eL~(Bp). (54) 

To prove (54), we use the Jensen inequality 

f(Dv.(x)) =f(fo. aE(y)Dv(x--y)dy) 

< ~  a.(y)f(Dv(x.y)) dy, YxeB o. (55) 
aR n 

By integrating over BR and by considering another ball BR with radius R > p 
and with the same center as Bp, for e sufficiently small we obtain 

fsf(Dv,(x))dx<f~~ J(Dv(x-Y)) dx 

_< j /(Do) dx. (56) 

First, we take the maximum limit as e ~ 0  of both sides, then the limit as 
R--+p in the right-hand side, and we obtain an inequality that, together with 
the lower semicontinuity of the integral, conclude the proof of (54). 

Let,BR be a ball compactly contained in f~. For every �9 > 0, we consider 
also the integral 

r'(v) = ~n { el Dv[: + f(Dv) } dx, (57) 

and we note that, of course, the integrand f "  of F" is uniformly strictly 
convex in the sense (19a); i.e., 

2�9 V2, ~E~".  (58) 
i , j  

Let us denote by ur the minimizer of F ~ in the class of function with 
prescribed boundary value equal to v~ on the boundary aBR. Then, by the 
bounded slope condition theorem (see, for example, Chapter I of the book 
of Giusti in Ref. 25), u~ is Lipschitz continuous in BR and 

]]Du, IIL~(~.~") <_ I[Dv, llL~(s,;e~. (59) 
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To go on, we need a bound independent of e for the L~-norm of Du,. This 
bound comes from the estimate (53) of Step 4 applied to u,; this estimate 
can be used, since the supplementary assumptions (19) are satisfied; see 
(58), (59). Then, for every p < R, a constant c8 = cs(n, a, fl, p, R) exists such 
that 

[,Du~II2~(Bp:R,)<cs{f B {l+ff(Du,)} dx} ~ 
R 

<_c9, (6o) 

the second inequality being satisfied, since u~ is a minimizer of F ~. Then, u~ 
converges, up to a subsequence, in the weak* topology of W1"~(Bp), for 
every p<  R, to a function we W~;~(BR). By the lower semicontinuity of the 
integral and by (54), we deduce that 

lB. f(Dw) dx<liminfI~-,o oB.f(Du~)dx 

<lim f {~lDv,lZ+f(Dv,)} dx 
~ 0  ~JBR 

=~ f(Ov) dx. (61) 
.J B 

R 

W 1,zr~ Since v is a generic function in lo~t ) such that f(Dv)~L~or we obtain 
that w is a minimizer of the integral off(Dr) over the ball BR. Moreover, 
by (60), 

}~ 
(1  a x  . (62) 

~,,,' BR 

Our assumptions on f do not guarantee uniqueness of the minimizer for the 
Dirichlet problem. However, gl(t) is positive for t >_ 1; thus, f ( ~ )  is locally 
strictly convex for I~1 > 1. This implies that 

IDw(x)l --[Du(x)l, for almost every x~BR such that IDu(x)l > 1, 
and thus also Du satisfies (62) for every v, in particular for v = u. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. [] 
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Proof of Statement in Remark 2.1. We conclude this section by proving 
the statement made in Remark 2.1 that conditions (16)-(18) imply the valid- 
ity of (11)-(14). In fact, by (16) we obtain 

(d /d t )~=(l /2)gT~/2(d/d t )g t<(C/2) f / z / t ,  u 

and then 

Therefore, 

ds> (2/C) s(d/ds)g]/2(s) ds 

=(2/C){tgl/Z- f i  ~ )  ds }. (63) 

t ~ < ( C / 2 + l )  ~ d s ,  

which, together with (17), gives 

f Cl~l }2]3 
g2(l~l)l~]Z<c211+jo ~ d s  , V~eN". (64) 

We obtain the conclusion, with the position a = 23, that guarantees the 
validity of (14) if 1 < fl < 1 § 2/n. [] 
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